


Welcome to Lime Signs
Quality. On Time. On Budget.
Lime Signs is a Queensland family owned and 
operated signage company centrally based 
between Brisbane and the Gold Coast, servicing 
areas from Northern NSW to the Sunshine Coast.

Working with signs for many years, we can provide 
an all-encompassing service - from design and 
manufacture to install. We will work with you and 
your designer, and liaise with shopping centre 
management, architects and brand managers from 
design and quoting through to signoff.

We pride ourselves on our prompt and professional 
service, with over 20 years of experience we're 
committed to getting your job done right the first 
time, on time and on budget.

Find out why we're Queensland’s leading signage 
experts at re-branding and new fit-out signage - call 
today for a FREE quote!

Choose from:

Signage

CNC & Fabrication

LED Lighting
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Welcome to the 
Lime Family
First Time. On Time. 
On Budget.
We know your time is precious, and you 
want quality signs that produce results, 
on time and on budget - Lime is here to 
help:

YOUR PARTNERS IN SIGNAGE
As a Queensland family-owned and operated 
business, customer service is at the forefront of 
everything we do. We’re not a franchise, and 
like a lot of our clients, we started small and 
have grown dramatically to the business we 
are today.

We don’t do land lines and receptionists - call 
us on our mobiles 24/7 for instant customer 
service and advice. 

Your business success is our business 
success - Welcome to the Family!

QUALITY FIRST
We make signs to get results - whether its 
reinforcing brand messaging, standing out 
from the crowd on a busy street or just simply 
directional signage - it’s worth doing right, and 
doing it once.

We’re invested in making sure your project is 
completed without re-do’s or fix-ups - we plan 
properly from the beginning to save time at the 
end.

We only use quality materials from reputable 
suppliers - as they say, do it right - do it first 
time.

ON TIME. EVERY TIME.
We know how stressful it can be opening or 
rebranding on a tight deadline, with a never 
ending list of project management tasks and 
contractors to deal with.

We like to make dealing with Lime as stress 
free as possible - we’re known for our ability to 
meet tight deadlines, and will go above and 
beyond to make sure we don’t let you, or your 
project down.

HP CERTIFIED COMPLETE 
SOLUTIONS SITE
Lime Signs is a HP Certified Complete 
Solutions Site, utilising the complete USA 
made range of outdoor & indoor substrates 
banners, self-adhesives, films, fabrics, paper, 
& speciality options.

Using their advance HP Latex 300 Series 
printers we can produce some amazing 
graphic solutions.

ON YOUR BUDGET
With over 30 years experience, we know how 
tight a budget can be when starting a new 
business - and we want to help you out.

We’ll work with you and your budget to get the 
results you need, at the price you need.

We’re invested in your future - the more you 
succeed, the more we can work together!

ONE STOP SHOP - ITS ALL IN HOUSE
From concept, to design, to manufacture and 
installation, we have the staff and equipment to 
tackle any signage job in-house - meaning 
we’re fast and efficient!

Our team of Graphic Designers, Fabricators, 
Print Production and Installers are committed 
to producing outstanding, safe and productive 
signs that get you results!

Pop into our factory anytime to meet our 
passionate team. 
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Signs the Lime Way
Ordering signs shouldn’t be complex, and at Lime we 
have a simple process to get it right first time.
Follow this easy step-by-step guide to take the stress out of signage:

1. GIVE US A CALL OR EMAIL
We’re available 24/7 to answer any questions and field your enquiry. Our 
experienced sign consultants will gather some initial information and 
arrange a time for a meeting if necessary.

2. WE LISTEN
Your Lime signage expert will look over your specs or meet you on site 
for a no-obligation free quote. Our aim is to understand what you need 
and when you need it by.

3. WE QUOTE
Our team of Estimators will work hard to get you the best possible signs 
for the best possible price. We always aim to have a full and 
professional quote to you within 24 hours. Once you’re ready to 
proceed, just pay a 50% deposit to get your design underway.

4. WE CREATE
Our Graphic Design team will provide you with professional artwork 
proofs for your consideration and feedback. Our quotes all include 
unlimited artwork changes, and we won’t print until it’s absolutely 
perfect!

5. LETS GO
Once you’re happy you can submit your approval. Our production 
manager will be in contact with you throughout the fabrication process, 
giving you updates and feedback throughout the fabrication phase.

6. WE INSTALL
Our friendly and professional install team will meet you onsite to 
complete the professional install of your finished product. They’ll also 
provide you with a balance invoice for payment and some care 
instructions to keep your signs in great condition for many years to 
come.
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Shopfront Signage
The Future Face of Your Business - Get It Right!
80% of people judge your business and its quality before they even set foot in your shop - get the 
message right from the beginning with Lime Signs
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CHOOSE FROM
 ALUMINIUM COMPOSITE SIGNAGE - ACM (6-7)
 SAILTRACK FLEX BANNER SIGNAGE (8-9)
 WINDOW GRAPHICS AND SIGNAGE (10-11)
 TOWERS AND FREESTANDING SIGNAGE (12-13)
 PAINTED AND ADHESIVE GRAPHICS + MURALS (14)



Building and Shop Signage - ACM
Aluminium Composite Material.
Stand out on the street front, with big and bold 
building signage from the versatile Aluminium 
Composite Panel.

Aluminium Composite Panel (ACM) is made from a 
thin plastic sheet sandwiched between 2 aluminium 
skins. With a full colour digital print applied, the 
result is a lightweight, durable and tough exterior 
signage with stunning effect.

It makes up approximately 90% of street signage 
you see today.

With the capacity for routering and folding there’s 
no job too complex or creative for Lime Signs. 

ACM can be:

- Shape Cut and Routered

- Folded to Create Neat Edges and Returns

- Router cut with logo and Illuminated

- Cut Lettering

Choose from:

Router Shape Cut

Folded with Returns 

Intra-Cut and Illuminated
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Exterior Mounted ACM Panels

Under Awning Hanging

On-Awning Fascia Sign

Wall Mounted Panel

On Roof FreestandingEWP Lift Access
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Sailtrack Flex Banner Signage
Make BIG Signs, Seamless and Impressive.
If you have a large area to cover, treat it like a 
Billboard and get some real impact!

Flex or Sailtrack Banners are an outdoor grade 
610gsm PVC that is direct printed with full colour 
Latex ink. With welded kedar rope to the outside 
edge, they can be stretched across an aluminium 
frame - creating a cost effective, quick to install 
large format sign.

Stitched and welded together with a virtually 
invisible join, the size of your sign is unlimited.

Useful for:

- Large-scale building signage

- Shop Banner Awning Fascias

- Building Hoardings

- Cost effective material

- Quick to install and saves on labour costs

Choose from:

Building Hoardings

Banner Awning Fascias

Quick to Install
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Wall Banner Signage Wall Banner Signage

Roadside Sailtrack Signs Large Shopfront Signs

Created Awning FasciaWall Banner Signage
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Window Graphics and Signage
Utilise your window space. 
Windows are a free, blank canvas you can use to 
be creative.

Full colour digital prints can be laid on block out 
vinyl, one way vision or cut graphics to create a 
dynamic visual sign that you can’t ignore.

Window Graphics and Signage can transform the 
look of your shop, create impulse purchases and 
advertise sale and special information

Choose from:

- Full Colour Blockout Window Graphics

- Perforated One Way Vision

- Cut Graphics and Logos

- Trading Hours, Details and Information

Choose from:

Full Colour Block out

Perforated One Way Vision

Cut Graphics and Logos
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Interior Applied Large Scale

Interior Applied Shape Cut

One Way Vision Graphics

Custom Cut Graphics

Negative Cut FrostingCut Graphics Over Frosting
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Towers and Freestanding Signage
High Impact Roadside Signs
Best suited to high traffic locations, Towers and 
freestanding signage creates signage impact in 
almost any location.

Signs can be illuminated or just aluminium faced, 
securely fixed to the ground with concrete bases. 
We can also retrofit LED’s and acrylic panels to 
existing structures.

Lime signs will take care of site and ground 
inspections prior to install for a hassle free 
experience.
 

Choose from:

- Illuminated tower and freestanding signage

- Non-Illuminated tower and freestanding signage

- Replacing faces in existing towers

- Replacing fluoro with LED retrofit

- Way finding Signage

Choose from:

Non-Illuminated Freestanding

Tower Signage

Way finding Signage
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Tower Renovations Freestanding Illuminated

Wayfinding Sign Multiple Tenancy Directory

Double Sided Illuminated Roadside Freestanding Signage
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Painted and Adhesive Graphics + Murals
Printed or Painted Street Art
Whether its traditional Hand Painted Graphics and 
Murals, or digitally printed wall graphics, Lime signs 
has a solution to turn exterior blank walls into works 
of art.

Dramatically transform walls and brickwork into 
something inspiring!
 

Choose from:

- Hand Painted Murals and Graphics

- Digitally Printed Murals and Graphics

- Brick-Conform cast Vinyl Graphics

- Floor Graphics with Slip-safe Laminate

Choose from:

Hand Painted Graphics

Printed Wall Murals

Printed Cut Wall Graphics
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At Lime Signs we pride ourselves on our capability to produce, fabricate and manufacture all of 
our signage under one roof! It means we’re fast, economical and assured of the quality of our 
work.

Whether its:

 - Welding & Metal Fabrication
 - CNC Machining
 - LED Illumination and Wiring

 Lime Signs has the machinery and expertise to turn it from a concept to a reality.

 
 - Vinyl Application
 - Acrylic Fabrication
 - Custom Builds

YOUR ONE STOP FAB SHOP

Lime Fabrication
YOUR ONE STOP FAB SHOP

Lime Fabrication



Illuminated Signage
Be Bright. Be Bold - 24/7 Branding
LED technology has advanced the ways in which your signs can be lit - from 3D fabricated letters, 
backlit logos and under awning lightboxes we will craft you the perfect sign.
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CHOOSE FROM
 ILLUMINATED LED LIGHTBOXES (18-19)
 3D ACRYLIC ILLUMINATION (20-21)
 ILLUMINATED RECEPTION SIGNS (22-23)
 LED NEON FLEX-TUBE (24)
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Illuminated LED Lightboxes
Simple. Durable. Effective.
LED Lightboxes create visual impact day and night. 

Place them on your building fascia, Under-Awning 
2/sided, Freestanding and on pylons to attract 24/7 
attention from any angle. Digitally printed graphics 
illuminate on opal acrylic or flex banner faces, that 
give a flexible signage asset that is custom built to 
size. 

Rectangle, round and everything in-between, these 
LED lightboxes are efficient to run and create real 
bang-for-buck.

Choose from:

- Single Sided Fascia or Wall Mount

- Double sided Under Awning Mount

- Slimline Menu or Interior 

- Freestanding Pylon

- Intracut LED 

Many custom options are available - call Lime Signs 
for a free on site quote to suit your needs.

Choose from:

Single Sided or Double Sided

Slimline Menu / Interior

Intracut LED 
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Circular Lightbox LED

Circular and Rectangular

Large Intracut Lightbox

Slimline Menu LED

Intracut Lightbox with 3D Letters

Under Awning Lightbox
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3D Acrylic Illumination
Be Big. Be Bold. Be Bright.
Get attention from every angle day AND night. 
3D Illuminated signs create a wow factor that can’t 
be beaten.

3D LED Letter signs are customisable to suit a 
range of budgets and business sizes. Sleek, 
modern and professional, Illuminated 3D letters are 
now the requirement for many upmarket shopping 
centres and precincts. Fabricated to order these 
custom 3D LED signs set you apart from the 
competition.

With a wide range of materials and styles to choose 
from, there's no 3D Illuminated LED job too 
complex or creative for Lime Signs. 

Choose from:

- 3D Fabricated Front and Side Lit

- Halo Backlit 3D LED 

- Slimline Face-Lit 

- LED Neon

Choose from:

3D Fabricated Front and Side Lit

Halo Backlit 3D LED 

Slimline LED Face-Lit

3D Built Out Letters Intracut and Rear Illuminated

Halo Illuminated 3D Halo Illuminated 3D - Warm Light

3D LED LettersInternal Illuminated 3D Slimline
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Illuminated Reception Signs
Impact on your business entry.

Reception and foyer signage is the first impression 
your business makes on a customer. It sets the 
mood for your workplace – it can be calm, bold or 
exciting.

Choose from a selection of finishes to suit your 
budget - from 3D laser cut illuminated letters, to a 
simple standoff panel on a wall with Halo 
Illumination. Reception and foyer signage create a 
sense of presence and arrival in even the smallest 
of offices.

- Small sign with maximum impact

- Most important interior signage

- Sets the tone for the whole workplace

Many custom options available - call Lime Signs for 
a free on site quote to suit your needs.

Choose from:

3D LED Illuminated

Panel Mounted Standoffs

Intracut Panel

Illuminated Intracut Panel Halo Illuminated 3D Lettering

Halo Illuminated Lettering Halo Illuminated 3D Lettering

Circular Intracut LED SignHalo Illuminated Logo
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LED Neon Flex Tube
Glamorous, Beautiful and On-Trend.
Nothing Glows Like Neon.

The most recent advancement in LED technology, 
LED neon flex is a flexible plastic illuminated tubing 
that can be formed into any shape imaginable. 
Unlike conventional glass neon, these will never 
shatter, leak or lose vibrancy, and cost a fraction of 
traditional neon to run.

Create complex text shapes and figures, or use to 
highlight building features.

- Highly Vibrant Colours

- Choose White, Red, Blue, Green, Yellow or Pink

- Power Efficient LED 

- Cutting Edge Technology

- Long Lasting and Durable Exterior

Many custom options are available - call Lime Signs 
for a free on-site quote to suit your needs.

Choose from:

Flexible and Adaptable

Custom Shape and Letters

Highlight Building Features
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Circular Multi Colour LED Neon

Green Wall Mounted

Freestanding Frame Mounted

Wall Mounted Neon

Multi Colour Neon

LED Neon
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Interior Signage
Your Workspace is a Crucial Brand Space
Indoor signs can make a big difference to the look and feel of your space and what people think of your 
business. Help your customers feel confident in your products and services with indoor signs that take 
your space from ordinary to excellent.

CHOOSE FROM
 WALL WRAPS & GRAPHICS (28-29)
 WINDOW FROSTING (30-31)
 RECEPTION SIGNAGE (32-33)
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Wall Graphics and Wraps
Transform a room with creative wall graphics.
Banish white office walls and bring some vibrancy 
and creativity to the workplace.

Wall Wraps and Graphics can transform a room into 
a creative, stimulating work environment - use 
images, graphics, motivational text and more to 
generate an office or retail feel like one of the tech 
giants!

There’s no limit to what can be achieved!

- Add Fun and Vibrancy to any Room

- Motivate and Stimulate

- Creates a Sleek and Professional Look

- Eye Catching and Mood Setting

- Great for Medical and Health Professionals

Choose from:

Wall Wraps

Digital Cut Graphics

Digital Cut Lettering

Photo Wall Wrap Large Interior Wall Wrap

Pattern Wall Wrap Corner Wall Graphic

Photo Wall Wrap Vinyl Wall Graphic
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Window and Office Frosting
Classy, Premium Privacy.
Create privacy without sacrificing light, Window 
Frosting can be used to give your customers a 
sense of safety whilst providing a subtle branding 
message.

Shopfronts, medical practices, offices and meeting 
rooms can be transformed, whilst maintaining a 
light, bright and inclusive workspace.

Window frosting can be digitally printed or negative 
cut to introduce branding and design ideas.

- Negative Cut with Branding or Design

- Full Colour Print

- Creates Privacy with a Professional Look

- Keeps Natural Light in the Workspace

- Great for Medical and Health Professionals

Choose from:

Shopfront Frosting

Digitally Printed

Negative Cut With Logos

Privacy Strip With Graphics Office Entry Frost

Decorative Frost Decorative Partial Frost

Partial Office FrostDecorative Frost
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Reception Signage
Impressive Internal Branding

Usually the first piece of branding a customer 
encounters is your reception signage, and the style, 
finish and professionalism it projects reflects on 
your business.

Choose from a selection of finishes to suit your 
budget - from 3D laser cut Acrylic letters, to a 
simple standoff panel on a wall . Reception and 
foyer signage create a sense of permanence, 
impose and exude quality.

- Sleek, professional and set the mood.

- Impact from the moment the door opens

- Creates a reception space where there isn’t one.

Many custom options available - call Lime Signs for 
a free onsite quote to suit your needs.

Choose from:

3D Acrylic Lettering

Panel Mounted on Standoffs

Custom Built Out Lettering

3D Colour Acrylic Logo Routered Timber With Inlay

Panel Mounted on Standoffs White 3D Acrylic

Metallic Gold 3D LetteringBlack Laser Cut 3D Letters
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